DATE: WEEK ENDED 24 AUGUST 1972

AUTHORIZATION: DIRECTOR OF THE COMPUTER CENTRE

1 OPERATIONS

1.1 PDP-16 SYSTEM

FRIDAY 18 AUGUST CARD READER MAINTENANCE, NO BATCH PROCESSING UNTIL 1310.

MONDAY 21 AUGUST DISK PACK MAINTENANCE UNTIL 1000, SYSTEM SETUP AND SYMBIONT LOADING 1000-1022.

TUESDAY 22 AUGUST DISK PACK MAINTENANCE UNTIL 0942, SYSTEM FAILURE, OFFLINE 0942-1023, SYSTEM SETUP AND SYMBIONT LOADING 1023-1042, CARD READER MAINTENANCE, NO BATCH PROCESSING 1042-1221.

WEDNESDAY 23 AUGUST SYSTEM OFFLINE 1715-1745, MONITOR RELOADED.

THURSDAY 24 AUGUST CARD READER MAINTENANCE ALL DAY, NO BATCH PROCESSING UNTIL 1300, SETUP OF NEW SERIES OF ACCOUNTING FILES UNTIL 0935, SYSTEM SETUP AND SYMBIONT LOADING 0935-1005.

SCHEDULE FOR FORTHCOMING WEEK: MAINTENANCE 0700-0900 OPERATIONS 0930-2300.

1.2 GE-225 SYSTEM

2 AUTHORIZATION TO USE REMOTE TERMINALS

At present, any user authorized to work on a remote terminal (other than the public terminals) can access his project from any terminal connected to the system. In the past this has created some problems.

In order to provide departments and organizations with adequate control over the use of their own terminals and still allow users the same flexibility of access they currently enjoy, the centre will introduce the following changes.

(A) Submission of a completed 'Authority to use remote terminal' form establishes the nominated project as a remote terminal project with a logged out file storage limit of 37.5 k words. Only 15 such projects per terminal can be established. Access will initially be restricted to the terminal for which authorization is given.

(B) If a user wishes to access his remote terminal project(s) from another terminal, he should complete an 'Authority to use alternate terminal' form (obtainable from the centre), have it signed by the head of the department or organization whose terminal he wishes to use, and return it to the centre.

This merely allows use of the terminal. It does not include the project as one of the 15 originating from the terminal.

These changes will be implemented as from Monday 18 September. From that date the system will allow access only in respect of authorizations held by the centre.

It should be noted that departments that allow their terminal to be used by others are entitled to collect an additional 60 cents per hour connect time ($1.20 per hour for external organizations) direct from the user to help defray maintenance charges.

3 BATCH

A new version of batch is to be released. The only changes in this version are concerned with improving quit and ed procedures and permitting the use of magnetic tape for input. A program has been written for stacking of batch jobs on magnetic tape using the ge-225. It is intended that results should be identical with the present system, although if it is found that a submitted deck contains illegal characters, a log of the job indicating the illegal characters may be returned with the job. This log will have a file identification including the jobid and .job card images. Illegal cards will be listed, together with their number.
AND A FOLLOWING LINE WILL INDICATE THE LOCATION OF THE ILLEGAL
CHARACTER(S). THE END OF THE JOB WILL BE INDICATED BY A SUMMARY
THAT INCLUDES THE NUMBER OF CARDS, THE NUMBER OF BAD CARDS AND
THE NUMBER OF BAD CHARACTERS.

4 POP-10 FORTRAN IV ERROR

IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES THE 648TH CHARACTER OF AN INPUT DATA
FILE IS IGNORED. THIS OCCURS ONLY IF THE FIRST LINE OF THE FILE
IS SKIPPED THROUGH THE USE OF A FORMAT STATEMENT BEGINNING WITH
ONE OR MORE SLASHES. THIS ERROR MAY BE AVOIDED BY CHANGING
FORMAT(/...)

TO

FORMAT (IX/...)

WHEN THE FIRST LINE IS TO BE SKIPPED.

5 BMD ERRORS CORRECTED

5.1 BMD02D

TWO ERRORS IN BMD02D HAVE BEEN CORRECTED. THEY WERE A FAILURE TO
READ DATA FROM A DISK FILE, AND INCORRECT INTERPRETATION OF
BOOLEAN CONDITION CARDS.

5.2 BMD02R

AN ERROR THAT RESULTED IN THE PARTIAL CORRELATION FOR VARIABLES
NOT IN THE EQUATION NOT BEING OUTPUT HAS BEEN CORRECTED. THE
ERROR OCCURRED ONLY IN CERTAIN CASES WHEN LABELS WERE PROVIDED BY
THE USER, AND DID NOT AFFECT COMPUTATION.

6 NEW VERSIONS OF SYSTEM PROGRAMS

NEW VERSIONS OF THE FOLLOWING SYSTEM PROGRAMS WERE IMPLEMENTED ON
THURSDAY 24 AUGUST: LOGIN, ACCOUNT, LIMIT, IDENT, QUIT, LIST,
PASSWORD AND FINISH. SEVERAL OF THE ACCOUNTING FILES HAVE BEEN
DIVIDED INTO A NUMBER OF SMALLER FILES IN ORDER TO REDUCE THE
DELAYS OF MULTIPLE ACCESS, AT THE SAME TIME SOME SMALLER CHANGES
WERE INTRODUCED INTO ACCOUNT AND FINISH.

(A) ACCOUNT

A JOB NUMBER MAY NOW BE ACCEPTED AS AN ARGUMENT, FOR
EXAMPLE,

ACCOUNT(FULL) 20
(9) **FINISH**

IF THE TERMINAL JOB HAS GIVEN AN IDENT COMMAND AND NO CORRESPONDING QUIT, FINISH WARNS THE USER AND GIVES HIM A CHANCE TO ABORT THE LOGOUT. THE CORRESPONDING PATCH TO EOJ REQUIRES ADDITIONAL CHANGES TO THE MONITOR AND BATCH, AND WILL BE IMPLEMENTED SHORTLY.